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ABSTRACT 

The growing importance of batch processes has recently targeted attention on the problem of 

rising the performance of batch operations. However, there's a low degree of automation of batch 

units in the present scenario. Fuzzy logic could be a fantastic human idea, doubtless applicable to a 

good vary of processes and tasks that need human intuition and knowledge. Fuzzy logic are often 

applied by means of software, dedicated controllers, or fuzzy microprocessors. Under conventional 

control, the average reflux rate enforced on a batch process was over the average reflux rate enforced 

with fuzzy algorithms, that is our planned methodology. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

This research proposes a control scheme based on fuzzy logic for a distillation column 

in industries for separation of crude oil into useful by products like kerosene, petrol, diesel 

and fuel oil. Fuzzy rule base and Inference System (FIS) is planned to control and monitor 
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the parameters like flow and temperature of liquid, which is fed into the column (crude oil). 

Through the Experimental results show fuzzy control presents a superior performance than 

the conventional digital feedback control and also that fuzzy controllers are able to control 

multiple output tanks simultaneously with conditions whereas in conventional controller 

methodology deals with control one at a time [1-14]. 

 

 

2.  ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Simultaneous control enables high speed of the process. Temperature is maintained 

constant at the required point has less energy consumption. The results of this work might 

give system designers with a higher and automatic analysis platform. In a conventionalist 

clump refining, a fluid blend is surged into a vessel and warmth is added to create vapour 

sustained into an amending segment.  

 

 

3.  INDUSTRIAL FRACTIONATING COLUMNS 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Fractional Distillation Column. 
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Refining sections are comprised of a few segments, every one of which is utilized to 

either exchange warm vitality or improve material exchange. An ordinary refining contains 

a few noteworthy parts: a vertical shell where the detachment of fluid segments is 

completed, section internals, for example, plate/plates and additionally packings which are 

utilized to improve segment partitions, a reboiler to give the important vaporization to the 

refining procedure, a condenser to cool and consolidate the vapour leaving the highest point 

of the segment, a reflux drum to hold the dense vapour from the highest point of the 

segment with the goal that fluid (reflux) can be reused back to the segment. Fig. 1: Shows 

the schematic of a continuous fractionating column. 

 

 

4.  SIMULATION 

 

In this paper the simulations is done by LABVIEW programming. LABVIEW offers a 

graphical programming approach that causes you picture each part of your application, 

including equipment design, estimation information, and investigating. This representation 

makes it easy to incorporate estimation equipment from any seller, speak to complex logic 

on the diagram, create information investigation calculations, and outline custom building 

client interfaces. All procedures of a binary distillation is recreated by the control 

methodology, the fuzzy PI controllers are planned and reenacted (Figs 2, 3 & 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulation Trend of the process 
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Fig. 3. Proposed system functional block diagram using LABVIEW 
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Fig. 4. Proposed system in LABVIEW 
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5.  RESULT 

 

The parameters like Flow rate, temperature and level are being controlled and 

estimated utilizing Fuzzy Inference system controller. The unrefined crude oil stream is 

controlled and the fluctuation in outlet temperature and outlet stream of the four outputs that 

are petrol, kerosene, and diesel and fuel gas is stabilized. Temperature is kept up always and 

there won't be frequent level changes. In this paper we have updated the present situation 

and consequently influencing the procedure to keep running in a viable and precise model. 

                                                                                 

 

6.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, utilizing Fuzzy Inference Technique the controller is intended to control 

the inlet crude oil stream and the outlet temperature of the furnace is being balanced out. By 

influencing the furnace to yield temperature stable the raw petroleum setting off to the 

refining segment will be kept up in consistent temperature. In this way, the results from the 

trays of distillation tower won't be bothered consequently will give yield output products at 

a solitary time with culminate effectiveness and precision. This is a definitive point of this 

paper and the trouble is being reconsidered utilizing Fuzzy Inference Algorithm planning in 

LabVIEW programming. 
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